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Here are the main contents: first we will introduce the motivation of this work and background of twisted and coiled actuators here we call it TCA. Then we will introduce what we have improved on TCA. After that we try to introduce TCA actuated soft manipulators and the programmable motion. We combine these motions together to create more complicated motion. And Finally we demonstrate a shape morphing gripper enabled by the new TCA. 



Motivation

Soft Robotics. F. Connolly, et al. (2015) Nature materials. E. Siéfert, et al. (2019)

Science Robotics. J. W. Booth, et al. (2018) Nature. W. Hu, et al (2018)
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Researchers have made a lot of progress on programming the motion of a soft robot. Pneumatic actuators can generate a variety of programmed motion using fiber enforcement. For example, expansion, extension and twist. By combining these motions, we can have motion like digging into ground.  Also by varying the channel shapes, a pneumatic actuator can shapes that mimic the leaf of a plant. A robotic skin that can be wrapped to turn inanimate objects to multifunctional robots.  Finally a magnetic robot has multimodal locomotion by varying magnetization profiles. 



Introduction of TCAs
 TCA

IEEE Transactions on Robotics.  Yip & Niemeyer (2017) 

Load

TCA Friction

Advanced Materials Technologies,  L. Wu, et al. (2018)

 Work 
poorly with 
a soft body

Science ,  C. S. Haines, et al.  (2014)

 Work with a load / Pretension
IROS IEEE. J. Sun, et al. (2018)
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Then we are thinking whether we can achieve these programmable motion using TCAs. Since they have so many advantages like light weight and low cost. These TCAs can also generate different  motion such as contraction or extension. However, when we try to embed the TCA into a soft body, it won’t work well. Because the TCA has to work with pre-stretch. When you hang a weight at the end the will be gaps between coils. But if you don’t have pre load for example this one the TCA will not work very well. Because there is not gaps between neighboring coils.Researchers in this filed have come up with a few ideas for example, the hybrid system that contains a rigid mechanism inside the soft body that can hold pre-stretch of TCA. So this one works perfect. But when you try to embed a  TCA into a  purely soft body, it won’t work. Because a soft body will not be able to hold the pre-stretch without a rigid mechanism. 



Fabrication of TCAs Enabling Soft Robots
50% stroke

 Fabrication

Lift up 20 g in 50 mm/s, current 1.8A

1x speed
Against friction
Without pretension

1x speed
 Advantages

1. Faster
2. Larger stroke
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In order to create a TCA that can work even without stretch, we modified the fabrication process.  When a twisted fiber is wrapped on a mandrel, we will also include  a copper wire between coils and annealing the whole stuff in an oven to stabilize the shape. After that we remove the TCA from the mandrel and train it for several time to get a reversible stroke. 



Programmed Motion - twisting
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Soft body
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Then we can create programmed motion, such as bending and twisting. Here as shown in the video, the actuator can twist more than 180 degree by arranging  the TCA into a helix shape. Basically, there are two ways to do that. First we just embed the TCA into such a shape , so the TCA and the soft body become the same part. Second, we can create channels in the soft body and just use the TCA as a cable that can generate contraction motion by itself. The first way will …



Programmed Motion – 3D Bending 
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Current 0.85 A
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Bending Angle 90°

Actuation Time 1 sec
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3D bending
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What’s more,  we can generate a three Dimensional bending manipulator using three TCAs in parallel. We sequentially actuate the three TCAs for 1 second, but the bending  in each direction can reach 90 degree. 



Programmed Motion - Combinations 
• Twisting and bending in the same body • Twisting and bending in different bodies

 Compact size
 Modular design

 Various motion
 Modular design

TCA in  a 
helix shape

3D bending
manipulator

1x speed 1x speed

Twisting 
manipulator

3D bending 
manipulator
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We can also combine motions together to create more complicated motion. There are two ways to generate combined motions. The first way, for example, we can combine the twisting and bending in the same body. As shown in this video, But we can also put the two manipulator in a series, as shown in the second video. Like industrial robot, it can bend the first bend the arm and rotate the base, our soft robot can also do such a sequential motion. The benefits of the first way is that … 



Application: Shape Morphing Gripper
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Finally we demonstrate an application of the TCA actuated shape morphing gripper. This gripper has two bending fingers. But you know, a soft finger cannot grab too large weight. In order to solve this, we put a variable stiffness structure at the back of the finger. These structure can be soft in a normal state, but will turn rigid and hold a new configuration once a negative pressure is applied. In this way, we first make the structure soft, then we actuate the TCA to make the gripper hold the weight, and then we stiffen the structure so that the gripper can hold a weight that it cannot hold previously without the variable stiffness structure. In summary, we can create programmed motion by arranging TCAs in different shapes to enable multifunctional soft robots. 



Conclusion
• TCA: enables better soft robots,  faster and larger stroke. 

• Soft robots: twisting, bending and combination of motions.  

• Application: 3D Shape Morphing, potentially reach any 3D shapes/configurations. 
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All right, thank you for listening! 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333994168
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